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Phil is a 68-year-old male veteran of the 
United States Marine Corps with a 
complex past medical history that includes 
primary lateral sclerosis (PLS), bilateral 
above-knee amputation for non-healing 
multiple fractures, tracheostomy tube, 
respiratory insufficiency, and legal 
blindness.  He has been followed at the 
Minneapolis Spinal Cord Injury & Disorder 
Center since 2015 and was seen in April of 
2018 by AT Program Director for 
comprehensive AT needs assessment.   
 
During the course of his AT evaluation, 
Phil requested information about a 
possible obstacle detection system for his 
power wheelchair as his visual deficits 
were making it more challenging for him 
to drive at home and in the community.  
He stated: “Just the other day I ran into a 
child’s stroller.  The kid was alright, but it 
scared me.”  Phil said he was interested in 
an alerting system that would provide 
auditory or tactile cues to alert him to 
obstacles in his environment.   
 

Table 1.  Phil’s AT Goals 

❶ 
Identify an obstacle detection 
system for his power wheelchair. 

❷ 
Safely operate his power 
wheelchair at home and in the 
community. 

 
AT Program Director provided Phil with 
educational information about the new 
Braze Sentina by Braze Mobility, Inc.:  
https://brazemobility.com.   
 

 
Figure 1.  The Braze Sentina can attach to 
any wheelchair and provides 180 degrees 
of blind spot coverage using blind spot 
sensors mounted to the frame of the chair.  
The system automatically detects 
obstacles and provides alerts to the driver 
through multi-modal, customizable 
feedback:  Visual, auditory, and vibratory  
feedback relays information to the driver 
about objects in the environment, helping 
the driver to avoid collisions.   

 
After further discussion of his AT needs 
and Braze Sentina system, Phil said, “This 
is exactly the kind of system I’ve been 
thinking of!”   
 
AT Program Director referred Phil to PT for 
assessment and clinical trials of Braze 
Sentina system.  He was seen for 
evaluation by PT in Wheelchair Clinic in 
May of 2018.    
 

Table 2.  PT Evaluation Summary 

Current Seating/Mobility: 
  Chair:  Quantum Q6 Edge 
  Cushion:  Aquila cushion 
  Backrest:  Custom with deep lateral       
                     support 

Equipment Trialed:  Braze Sentina Plus, 
Echo Head Sensors (x3), Vibration 
Modules (x3) 

Equipment Configuration:    
  Braze Sentina Plus:  Mounted on back of  
  Wheelchair (pictured in Fig. 1) 
  Echo Head Sensors:  Mounted on front    
  of wheelchair (R, L, and Center) 
  Vibration Modules:  L and R modules on  
   top of armrests and center module on  
   top of  backrest pad 

Clinical Trials:  Trialed driving in small, 
busy therapy gym environment at slow 
speeds.  He was able to see the lights on 

the LED display and control panel 
mounted on his joystick controller.  
Using the visual feedback from the LED 
display and the vibratory feedback from 
his armrests and backrest, he was able to 
navigate around objects at slower 
speeds.  He also trialed driving in an open 
hallway at faster speeds using the larger 
sensory field and was able to navigate 
the hallway safely using multi-modal 
feedback from Braze Sentina system. 

 
Phil completed a 2-week clinical trial 
period using Braze Sentina system at 
home and in the community following PT 
assessment.  During this trial period, it was 
determined that the Echo Head Sensors on 
the front of his chair were not working 
optimally.  Based on this feedback, Braze 
Mobility contacted PT and veteran and 
notified them that Braze had developed 
the Sentina Mini, which is similar to the 
Sentina Plus sensor bar (on the back of 
Phil’s wheelchair), but is attached to the 
front.  Braze Mobility completed in-home 
visit to interface Sentina Mini with his 
prior configuration.  
  

 
Figure 2.  Sentina Mini by Braze Mobility. 

 
Following this visit, Phil's system was 
modified to provide vibratory feedback to 
the L and R armrest modules and center 
module on backrest from the rear sensors 
of the Braze Sentina Plus.  Additionally, 
the front sensors of the newly installed 
Braze Sentina Mini were configured to 
provide visual feedback to the LED (light) 
display and control panel mounted on his 
joystick controller.   
 

https://brazemobility.com/
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Figure 3. Sentina Mini on front of Phil’s 
chair. 

 

 
Figure 4.  LED display and control panel 
(front view) that indicates location and 
proximity of obstacle. 

 

 
Figure 5. Braze Mobility display (back 
view) mounted to his joystick controller. 

 

 
Figure 6. Phil using the Braze Mobility 
Bluetooth Customization Terminal on his 
Samsung Galaxy tablet.  This feature of the 
Braze Sentina allows him to  customize the 
distances monitored by the system, the 
type of feedback provided (visual, 
auditory, vibratory), and the intensity of 
the light brightness from the LED display. 

After successful modification of system 
and protracted clinical trial period, PT 
obtained updated quote from vendor to 
submit to Prosthetics and Sensory Aids 
Services for procurement of Braze 
Mobility system. 
 

Table 3.  Phil’s AT Configuration 

Braze Mobility System: 
  Braze Sentina Plus 
  Braze Sentina Mini 
  Vibration Modules (x3) 

 
Two months after successful 
implementation of Braze Mobility system, 
AT Program and Braze Mobility obtained 
summative feedback from Phil as part of 
follow-up and follow-along process of AT 
service delivery model.   
 

Table 4. Summative Feedback from Phil 

 
“Without a doubt, having a Sentina in 
both the front and rear has been the 
cat’s meow for me.  It is everything I had 
hoped for and expected.  I won’t 
hesitate to recommend it.” 
 
“It really makes me more mobile, safe 
and secure.  I am really pleased with it.” 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


